Conformational characteristics of the trinucleoside diphosphate dApdApdA and its constituents from nuclear magnetic resonance and circular dichroism studies. Extrapolation to the stacked conformers.
Proton NMR studies at 360 MHz were carried out on the trinucleoside diphosphate dApdApdA, the dinucleoside monophosphate dApdA and the methylphosphate esters of the monomers pdA, pdAp and dAp. The compounds were also investigated by means of circular dichroism at varying temperatures. Complete NMR spectral assignments are given. The thermodynamics of stacking derived from the circular dichroic spectra was used to extrapolate the observed coupling constants, measured at a range of temperatures, to values appropriate to the pure stacked states of the dimer and the trimer. The data were interpreted in terms of the N and S deoxyribose pseudorotational ranges [Altona, C. and Sundaralingam, M. (1972) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 94, 8205--8212] and it is shown that the right-handed single helix of the trimer occurs in two distinct forms: the major one corresponds to a B-DNA-like structure, S-S-S; the minor one (30%) has the sugar rings in a hitherto unsuspected S-S-N conformational sequence. The dimer behaves quite similarly, a mixture of 70% S-S and 30% S-N stacks being indicated. The detailed geometry of teh S-type sugar rings is not invariable but appears to undergo a slight shift when another base stacks on top of a given nucleotide unit. The backbone angles of the fully stacked B-DNA-like single helix in solution are (starting the notation at P) beta = 187 degrees, gamma = 50 degrees, delta = 138 degrees, epsilon = 186 degrees.